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What ingredients did you use in 
the recipe?  

Who is this designer?  

What is this [tool/material/fabric] 

called?  

Can you name some healthy 
foods?  

How did you reinforce the 
structure?  

What did you learn about diet?  

What happened to the prototype?  

What happened next?  

What are the steps we follow 
when designing and making a 

product?  

How do you use a [tool] safely?  

Can you remember the next stage 

in the design process?  

What are your design criteria?  

Is there a way of helping you to 
remember each stage of the 

design process?  

What have you learned about in 
other DT lessons that could help 

you in this lesson?  

What skills do you already have?  
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What is a [pulley/saw/drill] used 
for?  

What is the function of the 
[gears/pulley/magnet]?  

What is the definition of 
[opaque/flexible/ergonomic]?  

How does [a computer/the app] 

control this device?  

Why did we design and make a 
prototype first?  

Why did you reinforce the 
structure?  

How can you strengthen the join? 

What do we mean by ‘applying 

finish’ to the product?  

What are the stages in the design 
process?  

What are the stages in the 
production process?  

Why do we develop a prototype 
before the final product?  

Why is it important to use tools 

carefully?  

Why do designers often try 
different versions before choosing 

one?  

Why do you think this is the best 
option?  

Can you explain the design in your 
own words?  

What might help you to better 
understand the way  

[levers/pulleys] work?  
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How is the product 

used?  

What do you already 
know about this 
component or 

device?  

How have you met 
the design criteria?  

Which technical 

words would best 

describe the working 

of the mechanism in 

your design?  

Are there any similarities between the two materials?  

How could you use  
[sensors/electrical components] in your design to make 

it  
[automatic/hands free]?  

What factors would you change in the next stage of 
the design process?  

Can you offer advice to someone else, based on your 

own work?  

How will you further develop your prototype?  

How do you use this tool with this material?  

What safety rules do you need to follow when 
using a [tool]?  

How will you record the feedback you receive 

about your design?  

What questions would 
you ask a designer?  

How might a famous 
designer approach this 

design brief?  

Do you need to adapt a 
task to fit your 

preferred learning 
style?  

What technological 

methods and 

techniques did you use 

in this lesson?  

 

What did the testing 
of the prototype tell 

you?  

What did you learn 
from feedback about 

your product?  

How local are the 
ingredients that you 
have chosen for your 

recipe?  

Are there similar 

products already 

available?  

Can you think of another instance where this product 

could be useful? What makes your design distinctive and 

different?  

How is your design [functional/ 
practical/environmentally friendly]?  

How would this product be marketed as a saleable 

product?  

Which step of the production process do you 

have to improve? Can you explain what 

happened when…?  

Can you explain how to use all the components 
in the kit?  

How could you change how the  
[cam/lever/motor] moves without changing 

the whole structure?  

What do you already 
know about this aspect 

of DT that might be 
useful in this lesson?  

Which tools can you 
use particularly well?  

How would finding out 
more information help 
you with your design 

project?  

Does everyone share 

your opinion about the 

product?  
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How does your 
product meet the 

design brief?  

What technical 
vocabulary best 

describes the 
product?  

Which menu is the 

healthiest? Which 

model is the 

strongest? What 

materials have the 

best properties for 

the task?  

What are the positive and the negative aspects of 
[your/their] design?  

Why is that element of the structure so crucial?  

What elements would you copy from existing 
products?  

How has [designer] influenced us?  

Why did you choose this approach to construct your 
product?  

How will you evaluate your ideas? How will you 

gather the views of other people about your 

design? If you built this product again, what would 

you change? Why?  

If you were learning 
about this aspect of 

DT again, what would 
you do differently? 

Why?  

What helps you learn 

in DT? Why?  

What do you find most 
difficult in DT lessons? 

Why?  

Which are the most 

useful techniques to 

remember? Why?  

 

Can you develop an 
advert promoting 

your product?  

Can you prove you 

have met, and even 

exceeded, the design 

brief? Can you list the 

benefits of your 

[design/meal]?  

How many ways 

could the product be 

used?  

How could you combine elements of both 
designs?  

How will you convince someone that your 

design is the best? How could you show the 

nutritional benefits of your chosen recipe?  

Where can you find the [expert 

knowledge/information] that you need?  

Could you make an [instruction/ recipe] booklet on 
how to make your product?  

Can you explain to the class the process that you 
went through to arrive at your final design?  

Could you devise your own way to make it work?  

How could the [process/ mechanism/design/product] 

be more efficient?  

What do you want to 

learn in this unit of 

work? Why is it 

useful? Can you 

select work that 

demonstrates your 

learning in DT?  

What links can you 

make between  
DT and science, English, 

art, computing or 
maths?  

How will you further 

develop your  
DT skills and 

knowledge?  

 


